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Calculations

1. Overall Development Estimate of Occupancy

Assembly 1 - 90 persons
Kevin Barry Room - 30 persons
Office to the North side - 4 persons

Small meeting room to the east - 6
Large meeting room at south east corner - 18 persons
Meeting room adjacent to entrance lobby - 8 persons
Meeting room at south west corner - 10 persons

2. Population Equivalent:

Assembly 1 - 90 persons @ 60 l/p/d (non residential conference guest)
Kevin Barry Room - 30 persons @ 60 l/p/d
Office to the North side - 4 persons @ 90 l/p/d (Full time day staff)

Small meeting room to the east - 6 persons @ 60 l/p/d
Large meeting room at south east corner - 18 persons @ 60 l/p/d
Meeting room adjacent to entrance lobby - 8 persons @ 60 l/p/d
Meeting room at south west corner - 10 persons @ 60 l/p/d

Thus, max. water usage rate = (90x60)+(30x60)+(4x90)+(6x60)+(18x60)+(10x60)
= 9600 l/d

Population equivalent at 150 l/p/d = 9600/150 = 64 PE

Average water demand for the development = 1.25 x (64x150) / (24x60x60) = 0.139 lt/sec

Peak water demand of the development = 2.5 x 0.139 = 0.278 lt/sec
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Water storage will be provided in each house by way of a storage tank located in the attic space or
roof.

N/A
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Overall Development Estimate of Occupancy = 64 PE

Average water demand for O/a development = 1.25 x (64x150) / (24x60x60) = 0.139 lt/sec

Peak water demand of O/a development = 6 x 0.139 = 0.834 lt/sec
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Guide to completing the pre-connection enquiry form 

Section A | Applicant Details

Section B | Site details

  

  

Section D |  Water connection and demand details 
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Section F | Supporting documentation

Section G | Declaration
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Notes
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Notes




